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0077 SHOULD OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PATIENTS RECEIVE THE MEDICAL RECORDS CONCERNING THEIR MEDICAL VISIT?

1,2Shlomo Moshe*, 1Nasrin Kabaha, 1,2Ayala Krakov. 1Maccabi Healthcare Services, Holon, Israel; 2Tel Aviv University, The Division of Environmental and Occupational Medicine, Israel

10.1136/oemed-2017-104636.56

Objectives Our study examines the impact and importance of providing medical records at the end of the visit in occupational medicine clinics (OMC) on patients and occupational physicians.

Methods This study is a cross-sectional study. Data was collected from patients visiting four different OMC during 2015 for a fitness for work evaluation and includes 287 questionnaires. We also collected questionnaires from 62 occupational physicians (OPs). The satisfaction range in the questionnaires was between 1 (very slightly satisfied) and 5 (very satisfied).

Results When patients were provided with the medical information in writing and orally, they showed a higher level of understanding (4.3 and 4.4 compared to 3.8 respectively, p<0.001), higher level of confidence in their OP (4.4 and 4.3 compared to 3.7 and 4 respectively, p<0.001), higher level of satisfaction (4.3 and 4.4 compared to 3.8 respectively, p<0.001), and higher sense of control and ability to correct the record (1.8 compared to 1.4 respectively, p<0.01). Doctors responded that giving the results orally to patients (39/62, 63%) would lead to more appeals of decisions. However, they believed that giving oral information would better clarify work restrictions (4.6 compared to 4.1 respectively, p<0.05) and cause patients to trust them more (4.6 compared to 4.1 respectively, p<0.05).

Conclusions We recommend sharing the medical records with patients and including an oral explanation, understanding that the advantages overcome the disadvantages of this approach.
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Background The aim of this study was to assess the relationship between the incidence and exacerbation of Low Back Pain (LBP) in young professional drivers

Methods In this controlled historical prospective study we included all male Israel Defense Forces (IDF) soldiers drafted between the years 1997–2006, followed them for 3 years and categorised them into three groups: administrative, light-duty vehicle drivers and heavy vehicle drivers. The incidence and recurrence of LBP was calculated for soldiers with or without a medical history of LBP in either professional group accordingly.

Results The incidence rates for LBP were 0.7%, 0.34% and 0.43% for the combined administrative and light vehicle driver groups, heavy vehicle driver and total driver groups, respectively (average 0.65%). The Relative Risk (RR) for severe LBP exacerbation for soldiers with a history of LBP without clinical findings was 1.4 (p<0.001) and for soldiers with a history of LBP with mild clinical/radiographic findings was 3.8 (p<0.01). Examination of RR exacerbation rates within different severity tiers yielded a similar trend amongst all professions.

Conclusions The crude incidence rate for LBP was found to be 0.65% - lower than literature reported rates, possibly attributable to our more stringent variable definition of severe LBP. The most prominent risk factors identified in our study include: a history of LBP and multiple complaints of LBP at recruitment. Driving profession in young age is not a risk for LBP.